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Figure SI 3: Comparison of connectivity profiles of mover and non-mover nodes across tasks
To see if movers significantly change the regions that they are most strongly connected to in different tasks, we correlated the connectivity vector of each node for each pairwise combination of tasks (spatial encoding (SE)/temporal encoding (TE), spatial encoding/spatial retrieval (SR), spatial encoding/temporal retrieval (TR), temporal encoding/spatial retrieval, temporal encoding/ temporal retrieval, spatial retrieval/temporal retrieval) and considered the mover and non-mover nodes separately. On average, mover nodes showed a lower correlation than the non-mover nodes; this was supported by the results from a two-way ANOVA (node type X task) on the correlation (r) values derived from the connectivity vectors, which revealed a main effect of group (F(1,1326) = 149.69, p < 0.001; mover: M = 0.80, SD = 0.10, non-mover: M = 0.85, SD = 0.06). The connectivity profiles of the mover nodes were more dissimilar between tasks compared to the non-mover nodes, which suggests that those nodes are meaningfully changing their connectivity profile, rather than being an artifact of the Louvain method. In addition, there was also a main effect for task comparison (F(5,1326) = 24.99, p < 0.001), suggesting additional variability across task, but no significant interaction (F(5,1326) = 0.89, p > 0.05).
Figure SI 4: Group-level connectivity matrices during retrieval
The group-level connectivity matrices for the spatial retrieval (left panel) and temporal retrieval (right panel) are shown. Table 1 : Node locations, modular assignment, and identity Each row contains the assigned resting-state network from the Power Atlas and anatomical location from the AAL atlas (column 1), the data-driven module assignment (column 2), and the node identity for spatial encoding (column 3), temporal encoding (column 4), spatial retrieval (column 5), and temporal retrieval (column 6) for all 223 nodes in the networks.
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